. Therefore, we have . Next we find and . Given , we have . Hence, we find .
Proof of Proposition 3
Note 
Proof of Proposition 4
Proof of this proposition follows the procedure similar to Proposition 2. We let denote the publisher's total profit at the
retailer's optimal choice of e-reader price p * D . We define . Notice that f 4 is a cubic function of p E when r … (in the ( )
case of r … , the proof will be straightforward). Next, we show . We derive and follow the similar steps 
Proof of Proposition 5
Having shown the result 0 < p * E < p G E in Proposition 4, we will next prove that and .
Has the same sign . Given , we have . Therefore, we proved .
Proof of Proposition 6
In this subsection of proof, we denote the publisher's profit in the agency model's SPNE by π A P . We denote the publisher's profit in the wholesale model's SPNE by π W P . We align the two first order conditions Mπ Next, we will prove . We define (i.e., we treat as a function of p E ). Notice that
cubic function of p E . We derive . We find that . Next, we find ( ) 
Next, we will prove . We define as a quadratic equation of r. We derive and where f 21 (w E ) is a cubic function of w E . We find that and . We also 
